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By Dale Brown

HarperCollins Publishers Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Shadow
Command, Dale Brown, Based on the Armstrong Space Station orbiting the earth, the Black Stallion
spaceplanes of General Patrick McLanahan's Aerospace Battle Force can attack any target on the
planet within hours--and its powerful network of satellites can invade any computer network as
easily as making a phone call. Western-educated Russian president Leonid Zevitin, one of the ABF's
most dangerous adversaries, is determined to destroy all support for the space program by using a
potent combination of top-secret anti-spacecraft weaponry, fear-mongering, and a new U.S.
president's own egotism.But McLanahan and his forces will not allow the Russian aggression to
stand. Sensing deep-seated treachery, the general ignores directives from the White House and
Pentagon and dispatches the ABF to attack secret Russian bases in Iran--which results in a
presidential order for his immediate arrest. But before they can throw Patrick McLanahan in prison,
the government will have to figure out how to retrieve him from his stronghold in space.
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This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Jaqueline Kerluke-- Jaqueline Kerluke

I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic way and is particularly
only following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie
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